Cone Beam Volumetric Tomography (CBCT), In The Dental Practice
Nothing has captured the dentist’s imagination like the introduction of cone beam tomography,
(CBCT). These machines image acquisition process differs from that of traditional medical CT
scanners in that the patient is not in the supine position, the image gathered is in a voxel format,
the radiation dose absorbed by the patient is substantially lower.CBCT makes clinical decision
making easier and more precise. Dentistry is moving away from “radiographic interpretation”
and into “disease visualization”.The advantages of CBCT in visualizing the alveolus in 3
dimensions and making precise measurements before surgery are obvious in the field of implant
dentistry. It reduces the likelihood of the need to change the treatment intraoperatively.

Conventional CT is used routinely for the diagnosis of maxillofacial pathology. Given the higher
resolution, lower radiation dose, and lower cost of CBCT it can easily replace the conventional
CT in this regard. Three dimensional imaging of cysts and tumors of the maxillofacial region can
give the surgeon the vital information necessary for planning surgery.

The diagnosis and treatment planning of TMJ disorders are challenging. Although magnetic
resonance imaging remains the gold standard for imaging the intra-articular components of the
TMJ, CBCT has shown to provide a complete radiographic evaluation of the bony components
of the TMJ.

There is a clinical use for diagnosis & treatment planning in orthodontics & orthognathic surgery
in a 3 dimensional fashion as well. There is a possibility to fabricate three dimensional models &
surgical splints.

The identification & treatment planning and evaluation of potential complications of impacted
teeth are greatly improved by adding the third dimension through CBCT. The site evaluation
becomes not only less invasive and less time consuming but also more complete.

In November of 2010 a world known newspaper published an article establishing the concern
about radiation exposure secondary to CBCT. It is well established that the radiation exposure
of a 2D panoramic radiograph is equivalent to 2-3 days of natural radiation exposure a CBCT is
about 11 days of such natural radiation exposure. Being that said, it has been proven in
scientific papers & clinical practice that the precision CBCT scans assists in precise diagnosis
and treatment plans with the goal of better clinical outcomes. Multiple applications have been
applied for dental diagnostics including dentoalveolar surgery, pathology, orthognathics, trauma,
and endodontics.
It is our belief that there is an important role for CBCT in today’s practice. It is important to have
an indication for its use, taking into consideration not to over-expose patients to non indicated
procedures as in any other medical field, but the information offered by this CBCT technology is
very helpful in many clinical situations.
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